
CACI’s Data is a wide ranging set of data products that can transform the efficiency 
of your logistics operation from warehouse to doorstep.

CACI’s Data solutions provides everything you need to do across every stage of your distribution 
network

Our highly accurate navigable road data is the corner stone of all efficient logistics operations, directing 
fleets of vehicles to take the most direct route using the right roads at the right speeds.

You get an accurate picture of the road network at any given time for any given vehicle. Plan and optimise routes 
for deliveries, collections and / or service jobs

Choose the best supply chain. 
Choose CACI’s Data

Contact us

Get in touch today to take your supply chain to the next level with Data. 
Call us on +44 (0)20 7602 6000 or email locationintelligence@caci.co.uk

Start doing amazing things 
with Data

Premise Level Geocoding ensures that your drivers are sent right to your customers front door, 
first time, every time, saving valuable time and money as well as creating and maintaining happier 
customers, planners and drivers.

Pinpoint and deliver to the right address

Road Navigation Data means that your routing software has all the necessary information to create 
optimum journeys, also ensuring that each vehicle only uses appropriate roads considering legal 
and physical restrictions – no more high trucks trying to squeeze under low bridges.

Use the right roads

Our Stop Time Predictors consider variables like parking and building type to accurately model the dwell 
time at each destination, continually fine-tuning the final metre of the supply chain.

Schedule with accurate visit times

Road Speed Data, using billions of GPS readings, provides accurate vehicle specific speeds for small 
vehicles, vans and HGVs for different times of the day and for different days of the week, giving you the 
peace of mind to know that your fleet’s routes are planned with appropriate road speeds, whatever the 
road, whatever the vehicle and whatever the time of day.

Drive at the right speeds

CACI has a wide range of Demographic Data Solutions, providing income and expenditure data, and 
socio-demographic indicators, to allow accurate demand forecasting, which is the foundation of 
strategic logistics work.

Understand your customers

With CACI’s cutting edge data solutions you can

• Maximise efficiency

• Increase cost savings (fewer vehicles and drive hours, less mileage)

• Meet ESG targets (reduced CO2 emissions)

• Minimise planning headache

• Improve customer satisfaction

• Reduce driver frustration


